“

“Carrying on a lineage that starts
in olden times with the Irish
Rovers and continues right
through to Spirit of the West and
the Town Pants, the Kailyarders
bleed shamrock-shake green…”
The Georgia Straight

Celtic / Folk
Vancouver, BC
Kailyarders.com
kailyarders@gmail.com
604-351-0659

Traditional

•Drunken Sailor •Barrett’s Privateers

•Farewell To Nova Scotia •Fields Of Athenry •Flower of
Scotland •Irish Rover •I’se The B’ye •Loch Lomond
•Lukey’s Boat •Scotland the Brave •Tell Me Ma •The
Parting Glass •Whiskey In The Jar •Wild Mountain
Thyme •Wild Rover

New celtic

•Broad Majestic Shannon •Fairytale Of

New York •Galway Girl •Home For A Rest •Last
Saskatchewan Pirate •Nancy Mulligan •Old Black Rum
•Ordinary Day •The Night That Paddy Murphy Died
•When I’m Up

Kailyarders is a good-time celtic-folk band out of the Lower Mainland that loves the joy and energy of
playing live.
Based out of Vancouver BC, Kailyarders has been putting the beat in East Coast and celtic music since 2013,
when Collin Wade (voice, guitar), Bruce McKillican (voice, bodhran, accordion, whistle, flute) and Chris
Williscroft (bass, mandolin) joined up to make a noise. The noise was good, and over the years, with the
addition of Shamma Shabir on fiddle, the noise improved.

.

We threw some Pogues, Great Big Sea, Gaelic Storm, trad and modern celtic,
walloping fiddle,even a wee KISS, along with crowd-proven originals into a
mulligan stew and the crowds liked the noise, asking us, could we please make
the noise for them, please. Dozens of shows later, from the Fusion Fest,
Highland Games, CelticFest 2017 (rocking St. Patrick's Day), radio shows and
lots of repeat shows, punters from 6 to 86 love us.
With sizzling violin and full harmonies, bang-up beat and tear-tugging ballads,
Kailyarders proves you don’t need 15 piece drums and howling Marshall
stacks to generate onstage energy. Celtic music is about good times and we
ensure your crowd has a ball. We tailor our setlists to the crowd – sit-down,
jump-around, corporate, East Coast theme nights, festival, weddings, parole
parties, whatever.
Having a great time is why we play this music, and why your patrons will be
glad you booked us.
We come fully equipped with PA, professional attitude and humour to spare. Book us – we’ll all be glad you did.
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